SHLOMO VINNER φ(9ί, a ί9
,a m ) = {a: 9ϊhφ[α, α,, ,α m ]}.
Let Γ be a theory in L and observe the following condition in which T is involved. Proof. Use induction on the structure of φ. The lemma is true for formulae in L and it is clear that if it is true for φ, φ { in L(Q) it is also true for -ιψ, φ Λ φ u 3vψ (for every individual variable v). We now prove the lemma for Qυφ assuming it is true for φ. Suppose φ is Hence Therefore 3 Sπ+1 xφ is the required formula for Qxφ. Note that Lemma 1.1 is true also when L is uncountable. An Example.
Let T be the first order theory of a dense linear ordering having neither first nor last element. Using the well known elimination of quantifiers (e.g. Kreisel and Krivine [6] ) it is easy to see that T fulfills Condition 1.1 for α = Ho but not for a >H 0 . Now again let T be a theory in L but suppose a > H o and observe the following condition involving T. 
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The following lemma settles the relation between Condition Proof. Use Lemma 1.1. Proof. The proof is similar to the usual elimination of quantifiers for these theories (e.g. Kreisel and Krivine [6] Proof All the parts of the theorem are proved in the same way so it will be enough if we prove for example part (1) .
Assume A similar theorem, concerning the connections between α-completeness and β-completeness, can be formulated.
It is unknown whether this result is the best result one can obtain. Proof. If T is not Mo-complete then there exist two M 0 -models 91, 93 of T(Q) and there exists a sentence φ in L(Q) such that ^ίh^φ and 931-κo-\Φ-By Fuhrken [2] there exist two Mj-models SI,, 93, such that 9l,h Hl φ, 93ih Kl -\φ and |9l, | = |93, | = Mi. If T is not α-complete for α > Mo, then there exist two α-models 91,, 93, of T(Q) and a sentence φ in L(Q) such that 3l,t= α φ, 93,l=«-iφ and | SI, | = 193, | = a. So whether α = Mo or α >Mo the assumption that T is not α-complete leads us to two uncountable models of T that have the same power and are not isomorphic, a contradiction to Morley [7] . Suppose now that there exists a such that T(α)^ Γ(Mo). Since T is Mo-complete and also α-complete there exists φ in L(Q) such that φ G T(Mo) and -iφ E T(α). By Fuhrken [2] there exists an α-model 91 for T(Q) such that 9ϊh α φ, a contradiction to the assumption that -\φ E T(a).
cc -Completeness

REMARK. If T is categorical in Mo then T is also Mo-complete but it
is not necessarily α-complete for α > M o . One can easily see that by taking T as the theory of dense linear ordering (having neither first nor last element). Again as in the previous section arises the question about the connection between α-completeness and β-completeness and the answer here is the same as there. Another question about α-completeness is to find a sufficient and necessary condition on formulae in L so that T will be α-complete; but what we know about α-completeness are Theorems 2.2 and 2. Proof. Let St be any countable model for T (there exists such a model since by the definition of α-completeness T has infinite models. It has also a countable model because it is countable). It is clear that either ^l^^Qxφix) or 2ίh*,-ιQxφ(x). In the first case define Σ, = T(Q) U {Qxφ(x)}. By Fuhrken [2] there exists an a-model ?ί, for Σ,. Proof. Suppose on the contrary that T is not α-complete. Then there exist two a-models ?ί, S3 for T(Q) and a sentence φ in L(Q) such that yί\= a φ and 93K-xφ. Since T is complete then ?ί is elementary equivalent to S3. By Bell and Slomson [1] (p. 161) , there exists a model Φ which is an elementary extension of 31 and S3. Since T is a-modelcomplete and ?ίh α φ it follows that S)f= α φ. By the same argument we obtain also ®h α -,φ, a contradiction. -,a n )\ = a or | φ(α, α,, ,z n ) | <N 0 .
Proof. Since a > K o then T is categorical in α, by Morley [7] . Denote by Γ ((91,Λ,, ,a n )) the (first order) theory of (9l,αi, ,α π ). Again by Morley [7] it is easy to see that Γ((9ϊ,Λi, ,fl π )) is categorical in a so (91, ai, , a n ) is a saturated model. It is well known (see for instance Morley and Vaught [8] , Theorem 3.7) that in a saturated model each infinite set defined by a formula (in the language for the model) has the power of the whole model. Hence |φ(9l,Λi, -,a n )\ = a or |φ(9l,flι, ,a n )\ < K o .
COROLLARY 2.6. Let T be as in Lemma 2.5. Then for every formula φ (x u 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.5, 1.2, 1.1 and Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.6 says that the use of the language L(Q) is dispensible for talking about models of Γ; namely, everything that can be said in L(Q) about elements in a model of T can be said about them in L. Proof. (1) Let φ(jc,, -,x n ) be a formula in L(Q). By Corollary 2.6 there exists a formula ψ(x,, ,x n ) in L such that T(Q) \-a φ(x l9 --',x n )±+ψ (x u '' ,x n ) for every a^H 0 . By Robinson [9] (Theorem 3.3.11), since Γ is model-complete, there exist two formulae </Ί(JCI, ,x n ), Φi (X\,' -,x n (2) By the assumption on T and by Corollary 2.6 T is a-modelcomplete for every α ^ K o .
(3) Since L(Q) is recursive there is an effective procedure to count all existential formulae (in L) that have exactly JC,, , x n as free variables. Let ψ' be such a formula. By Theorem 2.4 there is an effective procedure to decide whether [φ <-> ψ'] G T(Hi) or not. Since there exists an existential formula ψι such that [φ <-> ψ,] e Γ(K,) we shall find it after finite number of steps. In the same way we shall find a universal formula ψ 2 such that [φ <-> ψ 2 ] E Γ(Nj).
